
 

FAI Jury President Report 
To be sent as soon as possible after the contest to:  delor.bruno@gmail.com 

 

Drone Racing World Cup event 
name 

Daegu Drone Race World Cup 

Location (City & country) Daegu (Korea) 

Date 21 & 22 September 2019 

Entry fee amount 50.000 WON (equivalent to $50) 

  

FAI Jury members (Precise for each Jury 

member full name, nationality and e-mail 
address) 

1- Bruno DELOR (FRA) 

2- SoonCheon PARK (KOR) 

3- Kim TENG (HKG) 

Contest Director (Precise full name, 

nationality and e-mail address) 
Hangsik KIM (KOR) 

Starter (Precise full name, nationality and 

e-mail address) 
YongSang KWON (KOR) 

Judges (Precise for each judge full name, 

nationality and e-mail address) 
- WooYeoul LEE (KOR) + CHOI DaHun as timekeeper (KOR) 

- SeHun YUN (KOR) + JongBum LEE as timekeeper (KOR) 

- HyeonYong KIM (KOR) + BumSu JANG as timekeeper (KOR) 

- InChul LEE (KOR) + HyoJin HWANG as timekeeper (KOR) 

  

Total number of competitors  71 

  

Processing of the model 
 

 YES X  NO  

If yes, mention which specifications have been checked and how each registered 
model has been marked: Batteries (25.5 V max.) - VTX (25mW max) - Failsafe - NTSC 
setting for Clearview video (No PAL setting) 
Each model stamped with the number of the competitor 

Electronic timing system 
 

 YES X  NO  

If yes, precise reference of the system used: LiveTime RaceVision 3.0.5 system with 
ImmersionRC timing box + Manual timekeeping as back-up 

LED light unit requested on models 
 

 YES X  NO  
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Qualification stage 
 

 Number of qualifying 
rounds 3  Number of pilots per 

group 4 

Precise the qualification method (Fastest time to complete a required number of laps, 

average of the 3 best times to perform a lap, ...):  Best 3 consecutive laps time 

 

Elimination stage 
 

 Number of competitors 
selected from qualification 32  Number of pilots per 

group 4 
 

Double elimination optional sequence applied: 

 YES   NO X 
 

Additional rounds optional 
sequence applied 

 

 YES   NO X 
 

If yes, precise: 

 Number of additional 
rounds flown   Number of pilots per 

group  
 

Weather Temperature around 15 to 18 ° C. 

Heavy and permanent rain on Saturday afternoon and Sunday:. 

Local rules or deviations from 
Sporting Code 

- Crossfire equipment prohibited justified by Korean frequencies regulations. 

- NTSC setting required for the ClearView video system (PAL setting not accepted) 

- 3 minutes max. authorized for preparation after names have been called  

Unusual organisation occurrences 
(withdrawal of a FAI judge, interruption of 
the event or delays, incident or accident,...) 

Despite constant heavy rain Saturday afternoon and Sunday, all rounds have been 
flown without delay. 

Complaint (mention number and reasons) Complaints from different competitors after numerous disqualifications in qualifying 
rounds 1 and 2. Those disqualifications were justified considering which has been 
explained about the track at the pilots' meeting.  

Protest (mention number and reasons) NO 

  

Presence of public 
 

 YES   NO X 

If yes, precise the estimated number of visitors per day:     

Media coverage 
 

 YES X  NO  

If yes, precise medias present (local or national press, TV, …): TV production (MBC 
channel) Sunday from 1 PM To 4 PM for the elimination / final stages and award 
ceremony. Will be distributed in major News and in a specific magazine. 

 Date:  FAI Jury President signature: 

 22 September 2019   


